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The real-time vehicle sensing at urban scale is essential to various urban services. To date, most existing approaches rely on
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this paper, we design a sensing system called coSense to utilize commercial vehicular fleets (e.g., taxis, buses, and trucks) for
real-time vehicle sensing at urban scale, given (i) the availability of well-equipped commercial fleets sensing other vehicles
by onboard cameras or peer-to-peer communication, and (ii) an increasing trend of connected vehicles and autonomous
vehicles with periodical status broadcasts for safety applications. Compared to existing solutions based on cameras and
smartphones, the key features of coSense are in its high penetration rates and transparent sensing for participating drivers.
The key technical challenge we addressed is how to recover spatiotemporal sensing gaps by considering various mobility
patterns of commercial vehicles with deep learning. We evaluate coSense with a preliminary road test and a large-scale
trace-driven evaluation based on vehicular fleets in the Chinese city Shenzhen, including 14 thousand taxis, 13 thousand
buses, 13 thousand trucks, and 10 thousand regular vehicles. We compare coSense to infrastructure and cellphone-based
approaches, and the results show that we increase the sensing accuracy by 10.1% and 16.6% on average.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, vehicles are essential components of our daily life, e.g., we have 1.2 billion vehicles in the world by
2015, and this number is projected to increase to 2 billion by 2035 [8]. This phenomenon is more obvious in urban
areas, e.g., in New York City, there are 2.9 million vehicles entering the city every day [9]. All these vehicles in
urban areas lead to various challenges, e.g., traffic congestion and energy consumption [29]. To address these
challenges, it is essential to understand the real-time mobility patterns of these vehicles, e.g., real-time travel
time and traffic volume by sensing urban-scale vehicles.
However, sensing urban-scale vehicles in real time is extremely challenging due to fine-grained temporal
coverage (e.g., 10 seconds intervals), large-scale spatial coverage (e.g., all road segments), and high quantitative
coverage (e.g., all vehicles), which requires a major investment of infrastructures. The existing approaches for
vehicle sensing are mostly based on (i) static infrastructures, e.g., cameras [10] and RFID [16]; (ii) mobile services,
e.g., vehicular manufacturers’ services (e.g, OnStar [11] and Ford Sync [44]), smartphone apps (e.g., Google
Maps [34]), navigators (e.g., Garmin [38]) or sensing devices from auto insurance companies [56]. However, the
static infrastructure-based systems can only capture vehicles at limited locations with pre-deployed infrastructures,
e.g., intersections with cameras or RFID readers; the mobile service based systems can only capture limited
vehicles due to their low penetration rates at urban scale and huge effort to participate, e.g., constantly running
smartphone apps and install additional devices in your vehicles [47][48][57]. Thus, they cannot enable urban-scale
vehicle sensing in real time with the minimum efforts.
Recently, a new opportunity has emerged based on urban commercial fleet upgrades, which has the potential
to enable transparent urban-scale vehicle sensing in real time. We are witnessing a surge of commercial fleets
instrumented with sensing and communication capabilities [1], e.g., cellular connection, dashboard-mounted
cameras and dedicated short range communications (DSRC), enabling real-time sensing and data uploading [40].
Further, there is a trend for connected vehicles or autonomous vehicles where all vehicles broadcast their
status to nearby vehicles for safety applications [26] [4], e.g., using DSRC to broadcast basic safety messages to
nearby vehicles within 100 to 300 meters at a frequency of 2 to 10 times per second including ID, speeds, and
locations [14]. Finally, even though without periodical broadcasting, an uninstrumented vehicle can still be sensed
by the dashboard-mounted cameras of commercial fleets [30]. Thus the key question we try to answer is that
“can we utilize small-scale yet well-instrumented commercial vehicles to accurately understand real-time mobility
patterns of large-scale yet minimally-instrumented regular vehicles (i.e., only requiring a vehicle to periodically
broadcast basic information) or uninstrumented regular vehicles (i.e., being captured by other vehicles’ cameras)
with existing urban infrastructures?”
In this paper, we answer this question by designing an urban-scale system called coSense for collaborative
fleet-oriented vehicle sensing and resultant applications. The core idea of coSense is to (i) collect regular vehicles’
location data by various commercial vehicles through distributed sensing (e.g., cameras) or communications (e.g.,
DSRC-based broadcasting), and then (ii) consolidate these collected data to the cloud by real-time centralized
communications (e.g., cellular-based uploading) to infer the detailed traces of regular vehicles. Different from
the existing approaches (i.e., static infrastructures [10] or mobile services [47] [48]), coSense utilizes a mobile
infrastructure approach based on existing commercial fleets potentially without additional investments. This
is because (i) local broadcasting of regular vehicles is likely to become mandatory in the near future for safety
applications [15], (ii) even without broadcasting, regular vehicles can still be captured by commercial vehicles
with cameras in the scenario of connected vehicles or autonomous vehicles [30], and (iii) periodical centralized
status uploading for commercial vehicles has already been mandatory for accounting in many cities [2]. In
addition, the existing mobile approaches [47] [48] require vehicles to deploy sensing devices, e.g cellphone or GPS
device, while coSense is transparent to the regular vehicles since it collects their data by commercial vehicles
without the active participation of regular vehicle drivers. The key technical challenge in coSense is how to
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fuse heterogeneous commercial fleet data to recover urban-scale regular vehicles’ traces in real time based on (i)
diverse mobility patterns of fleets (i.e., random taxis, semi-random trucks, and regular buses), and (ii) contextual
information (e.g., road maps, traffic speeds, and historical trips). In particular, the key contributions of the paper
are as follows:
• To our knowledge, we conduct the first study on urban-scale vehicle sensing based on heterogeneous fleets.
Our work advances the state-of-the-art vehicular investigations in two aspects: (i) very comprehensive
vehicular systems, including taxis, buses, trucks, and regular vehicles from the same city, and (ii) detailed
GPS traces from 50 thousand vehicles, more than 3% of all vehicles in the studied city. Our infrastructures
and data are one or two orders of magnitude larger than existing academic systems (e.g., GreenGPS [18],
VTrack [48], and CTrack [47]), which have the potential to advance our understanding on urban-scale
vehicle sensing.
• We design a vehicle mobility inference model based on deep learning to infer real-time traces of regular
vehicles. It utilizes diverse data from commercial vehicles to collaboratively infer locations of regular
vehicles at fine-grained spatiotemporal partitions under the consent of drivers. The sensing results are
further improved by real-world contextual constraints including mobility patterns of commercial vehicles,
detailed road networks, real-time traffic speeds, and historical trips.
• We implement and evaluate coSense in Shenzhen with a preliminary road test and a trace-driven evaluation
based on real-world data from 14 thousand taxis, 13 thousand buses, 13 thousand trucks, and 10 thousand regular vehicles. We evaluate coSense by comparing it to infrastructure-based and cellphone-based
approaches, and the results show that we increase the sensing accuracy by 10.1% and 16.6% on average.
• Based on the inferred regular vehicles’ traces, we present an application of coSense to estimate the urbanscale travel time between 491×491 region pairs in real time. Thanks to diverse mobility patterns of regular
vehicles, we obtain travel time of 15% more region pairs than using commercial vehicles alone.
We organize the paper as follows. §2 gives our motivation. §3 describes the detail mobility data of four different
vehicle fleets. §4, §5 and §6 give the design, implementation, and evaluation of the vehicle trace inference model.
§7 describes a real-world potential application based on our model, followed by the discussion and related work
in §8 and §9. §10 concludes the paper.

2

MOTIVATIONS

Covered Segements (%)

We show our motivations by investigating opportunities and challenges for commercial fleet-oriented vehicle
sensing based on real-world fleet data in Shenzhen.
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Fig. 1. Spatiotemporal Road Coverage
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% of Untrackable Time

% of Untrackable Vehicles

Opportunities for Fleet-oriented Sensing: The spatiotemporal coverage of fleets indicates their capability for
sensing. Based on GPS data from three commercial fleets (i.e., taxi, bus and freight truck), we show the percentage
of 160 thousand road segments with at least one vehicle from a particular fleet in 1-minute slots in Figure 1. We
found that these fleets, if combined, cover a high percentage of road segments under one-minute slots, e.g., 61%
of road segments on average, which indicates commercial fleets have a fine-spatiotemporal coverage. Thus they
have a high potential to capture regular vehicles at urban scale.
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Challenges for Fleet-oriented Sensing: Along with GPS data from the above commercial fleets, we utilize GPS
data from 10 thousand regular vehicles to show the challenges of fleet-oriented sensing based on their real-time
mobility patterns. We envision that if a regular vehicle is within 100 meters of a commercial vehicle for more than
10 seconds, it can be captured by this commercial vehicle (e.g., based on local broadcasting through DSRC [40]).
We will discuss these parameter settings along with an onboard-camera-based solution (i.e., without requirements
for communication-based sensing) and details of regular vehicles’ data in Section 3. We show the percentage
of regular vehicles that do not have any commercial vehicle within 100 meters for more than 10 seconds (i.e.,
omissive vehicles) during one slot on 24 hours of a day in Figure 2. We found that in the daytime from 6 AM to 8
PM, more than 30% of the regular vehicles in our dataset are omissive, i.e., they do not have any commercial
vehicles in its proximity of 100 meters longer than 10 seconds in one slot. During the early morning and late
night, this percentage increases to 45%. This is because commercial vehicles cannot cover all spatiotemporal
combination of a city due to the random mobility and limited quantity, leading to spatiotemporal sensing gaps.
It indicates utilizing commercial fleets to sense regular vehicles, though promising as shown in Figure 1, still
has a key challenge to address, i.e., inferring detailed traces from all these regular vehicles with spatiotemporal
sensing gaps.
To understand these spatiotemporal sensing gaps, we calculate the percentages of the time for all vehicles’ trips
without any commercial vehicle in their 100-meter radius longer than 10 seconds and cluster all these trips by
their start time in Figure 3. We found that for vehicles’ trips starting from daytime, they cannot be captured
by any commercial vehicles during more than 30% of their total time. During early morning and late night, it
increases to 45%, which is a large gap for sensing these vehicles in real time.
Summary: We explore the opportunities for vehicle sensing based on urban commercial fleets given their
spatiotemporal road coverage. Further, we identify major spatiotemporal sensing gaps for fleet-oriented sensing
in terms of omissive vehicles and omissive time. These gaps have to be addressed in order to enable urban-scale
vehicle sensing by commercial fleets in real time.
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MOBILITY DATASETS

We have been collaborating with several service providers and the Shenzhen Committee of Transportation (SCT)
for real-time fleet access. As in Figure 4, we consider three instrumented commercial fleets, i.e., taxi, bus, and
truck fleets, in this version of implementation, which sense regular vehicles from complementary perspectives.
Taxi Fleet

Bus Fleet
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Fig. 4. Fleets and Their Data

Taxi Fleet: We access the Shenzhen taxi fleet and their data through SCT to which all taxi companies upload
their taxi status in real time through a centralized connection with monthly fees. The taxi fleet in Shenzhen
has 14 thousand taxis generating one status record per 30 seconds including GPS locations, time, speed, etc.
The taxi fleet has a random mobility pattern to cover most of the road segments in Shenzhen as we show in Figure 1.
Bus Fleet: We access the Shenzhen bus fleet including 976 bus lines and their bus data through SCT to which all
buses upload their status in real time by cellular networks. The Shenzhen bus fleet has 13 thousand buses, and
their status records are generated every 30 seconds when buses are operating. Compared to the taxi fleet, the bus
fleet has a regular pattern due to their operating routes. As a result, their spatial patterns are fixed, while their
temporal patterns are varied because of real-time traffics even with a fixed timetable.
Truck Fleet: We access a truck fleet with 45 thousand trucks, among which 13 thousand trucks are operating in
Shenzhen, by working with a large logistics company. In general, every truck uploads its status records including
GPS locations and travel speeds back to a company server every 15 seconds on average for real-time monitoring,
which then are routed to our server in real time. Most of these trucks are for delivery, and a truck typically has
an urban area to cover, but its daily delivery schedule changes based on actual demand, leading to a semi-random
mobility pattern. The above urban fleet access enables urban-scale regular vehicle sensing in real time.
SZ Bus Onboard
Device with a
Front-view Camera

SZ Taxi Onboard Device
with a front-view camera

ARM Cortex-M3 MCU
STM32F103CBT6

Bluetooth 3.0
BM57SPP05

DC-DC
MP 24971

Battery
Storage
MS614SE
W25Q256

G-sensor ADXL345

Fig. 5. Taxi and Bus Onboard Devices

Fig. 6. OBD Data Collection Hardware

Distributed Regular Vehicle Detection: Currently, in our fleet platform in Shenzhen, all commercial vehicles
are equipped with an onboard device with front-view cameras and centralized cellular communication devices
shown in Figure 5. However, they are not equipped with peer-to-peer communication devices, e.g., DSRC. Further,
the image data captured by front-view cameras are stored in vehicles and can only be obtained offline, because
online raw image data uploading is not practical based on current cellular plans. As a result, we cannot have an
urban-scale prototype system for a large-scale sensing. In this project, given the recent trend of connected vehicles
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and autonomous vehicles [26], we envision that a regular vehicle can be potentially detected by a commercial
vehicle in the following two scenarios: (i) they are closer to each other than a certain threshold (i.e., simulating a
peer-to-peer communication-based detection); (ii) a regular vehicle is within a certain degree (e.g., 90 degrees)
front view of a commercial vehicle and closer than a certain threshold (i.e., simulating camera-based detection).
The impacts of different variations of these thresholds are evaluated in the evaluation section. Based on the GPS
data of all vehicles studied, we utilize all trace-driven detection for our design and evaluation.
Real-world Regular Vehicle Data Collection: For the evaluation data only, we have access to a vehicular
network with more than 293 thousand regular vehicles, among which 10 thousand regular vehicles are registered
in Shenzhen, as part of our evaluation platform. The data of these regular vehicles are collected by plugin OBD
(On-Board Diagnostics) devices and together with a smartphone app (providing GPS locations and uploading
OBD data to the insurance company) from drivers of a large insurance company in Shenzhen. Even though these
data can be directly used for traffic-related applications, e.g., travel time estimation, in the real world, the auto
insurance companies do not have the incentive in general to contribute data for these applications. Thus, to
position our work in a more realistic setting, we use regular vehicle data for evaluation only. We will discuss the
details of data collection in the Discussion Section. As shown in Figure 6, the main components of OBD are (i) a
control board STM32F103CBT6, (ii) an adxl345 3-axis digital tilt sensor, (iii) a Bluetooth 3.0 BM57SPP05, (iv) a
DC-DC chip MP24971, (v) a W25Q256, 8192 sectors (4kb each sector), 32MB total storage, (vi) 3.4mAh SEIKO
Battery. For the performance, the control board is an M3 microcontroller with 128 K Flash, 72 MHz, and 20K RAM,
which seems to be limited. For the sensing, it only has ADXL345 without a gyroscope, which makes it fine to
detect acceleration and deceleration but cannot accurately detect turns. Without the cost consideration, MPU-6050
is a better choice. For the storage, if a regular driver has 4 trips per day, and each trip uses a sector for storage,
then the storage can hold data for five and half years, which seems more than enough. For the data transmission,
it takes around 2350 seconds (i.e., around 40 mins) to move all data from a full FLASH chip to a smartphone
based on Bluetooth with 115200bps. Finally, the smartphone app will obtain GPS locations and timestamps while
uploading OBD data to the insurance company. Based on our discussion with the insurance company, the main
design objective of this OBD device is to enable large-scale low-cost data collection (less than 10 USD per OBD)
since the insurance company covers all the cost of OBD devices and the participating drivers obtain devices for free.
Coexistence between Commercial and Regular Vehicles: We define an encounter between regular vehicles
with commercial vehicles as coexistence, which is utilized for our vehicle sensing. In our setting, an encounter
indicates two vehicles are within a given threshold, e.g., 100 meters. Based on their one-day data, Figure 7 gives a
heatmap visualization of the coexistence between three commercial fleets with regular vehicles, i.e., a lighter
region indicates higher coexistence between regular vehicles and one particular commercial fleet. In addition, we
also provide a quantitative study of the coexistence, i.e., the percentage of regular vehicles encountering with
commercial vehicles. We found that each commercial fleet has its own unique coexistence pattern with regular
vehicles, e.g., (i) the taxi fleet has the highest coexistence in general across urban areas; (ii) the truck fleet has
higher coexistence on highways and a few industrial areas and the highest coexistence during the early morning;
(iii) the bus fleet has higher coexistence on residential areas and commercial areas and the highest coexistence
during the daytime.

4

VEHICLE TRACE INFERENCE MODEL

We first present the key design challenge and then discuss mobility patterns to justify our design, and finally
present our model design. Note that as follows, we use detection based on peer-to-peer communications as an
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Fig. 7. Fleet Correlation Visualization

example to show our design, but in the evaluation, we also evaluate an alternative detection approach based on
cameras.

4.1

Challenge: Spatiotemporal Gaps

Based on our assumption, since commercial vehicles can detect regular vehicles in terms of real-time locations, a
naive solution would be to simply use these locations to sense regular vehicles. However, such a solution does
not work because a regular vehicle does not always have commercial vehicles in its communication range for a
period of time. To support our claim, we study a joint mobility pattern of commercial and regular vehicles based
on our real-world fleet data in Shenzhen. Our detection model is under the assumption that a commercial vehicle
captures a regular vehicle if they are closer than 100 meters for more than 10 seconds. Here we generate the
intermediate position of vehicles between two records to obtain the position of vehicles in each second. Note
that we set 100 meters as a peer-to-peer communication range and 10 seconds as a contact duration given urban
environments with interferences, although in practice some peer-to-peer communication devices, e.g., DSRC,
have a range of 300-500 meters in open spaces and shorter contact duration [14]. We evaluate these parameters in
Section 6. Besides, we define a time period during which a regular vehicle does not have any commercial vehicle
in its communication range as a spatiotemporal gap. A longer spatiotemporal gap potentially leads to a lower
accuracy of our model. We perform a discretization process where we divide time into 10-second slots to study
mobile interactions between regular and commercial vehicles.
As follows, we study the frequency and duration of these gaps using 10-second slots in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 8 gives a distribution of spatiotemporal gaps based on one-week GPS data of regular and commercial
vehicles including taxi, bus, and truck fleets. 51% of the regular vehicle trips have at least 30% of travel time
during which there are no commercial vehicles in its communication range; 72% of the regular vehicle trips have
at least 20% of travel time without any commercial vehicles nearby. Thus, a naive solution where we directly use
regular vehicles’ locations from commercial vehicle data cannot work given these spatiotemporal gaps. Further,
Figure 9 gives the duration distribution of these spatiotemporal gaps. We found that 15% of the gaps have a
duration at least 400s; 74% of the gaps have a duration at least 100s. The above results indicate there are a few
gaps with high frequencies and long duration, which have to be addressed to improve the accuracy of sensing.

4.2

Opportunity: Mobility Patterns

The key reason for the above spatiotemporal gaps is the difference of mobility patterns between commercial and
regular vehicles. Hence, in this paper, we aim to explore and understand the mobility patterns of these vehicle
networks to address spatiotemporal gaps for better sensing.
For a vehicle k starting from a segment sk at the time tk , we analyze the regularity of its destination dk based
on its historical data. Our analysis is based on the previous observation that human mobility patterns (in terms
of origins, destinations, and starting time) are highly regular and can be learned based on historical data [23].
We rigorously examine this observation by investigating the entropy of destination E(dk ) for a vehicle k and its
conditional entropy E(dk |sk , tk ) given start location sk and time tk for a trip.

p(s k ,t k )
p(sk , dk , tk ) log p(sk ,d
,
E(dk |sk , tk ) =
(1)
k ,t k )
d k ,s k ∈Ψ,t k ∈ χ

where Ψ, the set of all segments, is the support of sk and dk , which are random variables; χ , the set of minutes in
a day, is the support of the random variable tk . A lower entropy indicates higher predictability and regularity. We
plot the CDF of Conditional Entropy in Figure 10.
We found that the conditional entropies of mobility patterns for buses and regular vehicles are lower than others.
For example, given the start location and time, 53% of regular vehicles trips have fewer than 22 = 4 possible
segments as destinations; 51% of taxi trips have fewer than 25 = 32 possible segments as destinations, among all
segments in Shenzhen. Based on the above analysis, we introduce our fleet-specific mobility model given their
patterns. (i) Bus Pattern: The bus fleet has the most regular pattern since their mobility patterns are prefixed
by their routes as shown in Figure 10. However, due to traffic conditions in the urban area, buses are mostly
late compared to their timetables. (ii) Truck Pattern: The truck fleet has a different operating feature with a
semi-regular pattern as in Figure 10. Since the truck fleet we studied is from a set of logistics companies, every
truck basically has a region to cover, and the detailed daily route varies based on different daily requests informed
by the truck companies. (iii) Taxi Pattern: Compared to bus and truck fleets as shown in Figure 10, taxi fleet has
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the most random pattern since their routes are decided by passengers and cruising patterns of drivers. However,
it has been shown by previous studies, given pickup locations and time along with the route passed, an occupied
taxi’s future route can be predicted with a high probability given trip regularity [55]. (iv) Regular Vehicle
Pattern: It has been shown that human daily mobility pattern is highly regular [23]. Given the origin, start
time, and the route passed for a trip, the final destination of this trip can be predicted with a high probability as
in Figure 10. Based on the above analysis, we found that the spatial patterns of these vehicle fleets (especially
our sensing objective, i.e., the regular vehicles) are predictable and regular on the individual level given some
contexts.

4.3

Our Solution: Vehicle Sensing

The mobility patterns of the regular vehicle fleet motivate us to address spatiotemporal gaps by predicting the
mobility patterns, instead of isolated locations.
4.3.1 Key Idea. Our key idea is that based on historical direct or indirect location observations of a regular
vehicle, we utilize the offline training to understand its mobility pattern, and then utilize the online inference to
infer its real-time destination, and thus the current locations.
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Fig. 11. Key Idea

Figure 11 gives an example of our key idea for vehicular sensing with two components. (i) Offline Trace
Inference: Given historical partial observations of a regular vehicle (i.e., the 8 dots for Day 1 and 10 dots for
Day 2), we infer the complete traces for each day (i.e., the two dash lines). In particular, in addition to the direct
observation, we also utilize the indirect observation, i.e., the hollow circle indicating the area without this vehicle
since a commercial vehicle in this area did not detect this regular vehicle. (ii) Offline Trace Segmentation:
Based on the inferred traces, we divide them into different trips (i.e., trips AB and BC for Day 1, and trips AB, BD,
and DC for Day 2). (iii) Offline Trip Clustering: We cluster these trips into different patterns (i.e., AB, BC, BD,
and DC). (iv) Online Trip Classification: In real time setting, i.e., Day 3, when we experience a sensing gap
after location E, we classify the observed partial trace from A to E into one of the patterns, i.e., AB, and infer the
potential destination for this pattern, i.e., B. (v) Online Trace Inference: Based on inferred destination B, we
infer the current location F of this vehicle.
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In these 5 components, we utilize existing techniques for Offline Trace Segmentation, Offline Trip Clustering,
and Online Trip Classification. (i) Trace segmentation is to divide a continuous trace into trips where each trip
has an origin and a destination, and we utilize a stay point detection algorithm based on stretching factor [17] to
divide a trace into several segments, and each segment is considered as a trip. (ii) Trip clustering is to combine a
set of trips with similar features into a cluster to indicate their similarity. In this work, we utilize a density-based
clustering [60] to obtain a set of clusters as mobility patterns. (iii) Given that the classification is a classic topic
for deep learning, we perform our online trip classification based on a state-of-the-art deep learning classification
technique [62].
Our key contribution is in Offline Trace Inference and Online Trace Inference. The objective of our offline trace
inference is given a few direct or indirect observations of a vehicle, we want to infer its complete traces; whereas
the objective of our online trace inference is given a partial trace (which can be treated as very dense historical
observations) and the potential destination (which can be treated as an observation), we infer the current location
(which can be obtained by a predicted complete trace). Given their similar objectives, we design a common deep
learning framework for these two components together in this work.
4.3.2 Deep Learning for Trace Inference. We adopt deep learning for trace inference since deep learning utilizes
long-term and large-scale historical data better than other methods, e.g., HMM and CRF. For example, [47] and
[48] utilize HMM for trace inference rarely considering current spatial-temporal information of vehicles and road
networks. We formulate this trace inference as a classic state prediction problem in deep learning [41] where
we refer the next unknown location as the next state for prediction. We define a spatial-temporal record as one
state, which is represented as a vector that contains the spatial information and the temporal information. Here
we convert the map of Shenzhen into a grid with cells whose size is 100m × 100m and then convert the GPS of
vehicles into this grid as the spatial information of the state. Given a sequence of state x 1:t from time 1 to t, we
utilize the previous t states as the input and the state at time t + 1 as the output. With this setting, we explore
this sequence to train a Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to predict the next state at time t + 1. Given a
partial trace of a vehicle x 1:t , coSense will use this network to infer its next location at x t +1 . In the offline setting,
we use this method to recover the complete historical trace; whereas in the online setting, we use this method to
predict the next location for sensing.
Fig. 12 shows the architecture of our deep learning model with three phases. (i) Encoding Phase: we have
one normalization layer and four convolution layers with 64(8 × 8), 128(6 × 6), 128(6 × 6), and 128(4 × 4) filters
with stride of 2. In our model, we convert the spatial-temporal features of a GPS record of one vehicle into a
vector (lon, lat, time of day, day of week), representing the location of this vehicle in a time slot on a day of
week. In each state, we have such a vector of one vehicle. (ii) Transformation Phase: we have three conditional
transformation layers that transform the encoded features into a prediction of the next state in a high-level
feature space by introducing road networks and indirect observation from commercial vehicles (i.e., the area
without this regular vehicle) as extra inputs. In particular, we have three fully-connected layers with 128 hidden
units that 1) magnifies the direction vector, 2) weights the high-level features, 3) obtains the high-level feature
of next state, and an element-wise multiplication by using the weighted high-level features and the magnified
direction vector as inputs. (iii) Decoding Phase: we have two fully-connected layers with 32 and 2 hidden units,
respectively, to map predicted high-level features to a spatial-temporal vector.
4.3.3 Training Objective. In the encoding phase, our model takes a set of previous states as an input and applies
n
4 convolution layers to extract spatiotemporal features. In this phase, an encoded feature vector henc
t +1 ∈ R at
time t + 1 is given by:
henc
t +1 = Encoding(x t −m:t )
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Fig. 12. Deep Learning Framework

where x t −m:t is m states of a vehicle from time t − m to t. Further, when a vehicle is driven on a road segment, its
next state should be also under the constraints of (i) the road network, (ii) indirect observations of commercial
vehicles, (iii) either the future states in the offline trace inference or the predicted destination in the online trace
inference, in addition to the previous states. Based on the three constraints, we create a direction vector dt +1 as
the direction vector in the state t + 1 to indicate the possibility of 9 heading directions of this vehicle.
In the transformation phase, we first multiple the encoded feature vector henc
t +1 with the direction vector d t +1
enc
d
with two layer weights given by W
and Wt +1 , and obtain the transformed feature vector hdec
t +1 by:
dec (W enc h enc  W d d
hdec
t +1 = W
t +1
t +1 t +1 ) + b

(3)

where W dec is the weight of the fully-connected layer with 128 hidden units for decoding, and b is bias.
In the decoding phase, the transformed feature vector hdec
t +1 is decoded into a vector as
x̂ t +1 = Decoding(hdec
t +1 )

(4)

where Decoding is the two fully-connected layers with 32 and 2 hidden units.
In practice, our predictive model has some noisy predictions since it is trained on a one-step prediction objective
and the small prediction errors will accumulate through time. To address this issue, we use a K-step prediction
objective to enable the network to be repeatedly unrolled by K time steps via using its prediction as the input for
the next time-step. Thus, our model is trained to infer the short-term future locations and fine-tuned to predict
the longer-term future frames after the previous phase converges. It has been shown by the previous research
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that this curriculum learning approach is effective to stabilize the training [62]. Another important issue is the
Cold Start problem that how to predict a regular vehicle location if we do not have any historical pattern detected
by commercial vehicles. In this case, we utilize historical patterns of taxi passengers similar to the partially
observed traces of regular vehicles as the initial patterns. The accuracy is low at first but increases after more
partial observed traces are collected.

FIELD STUDY
Field Study and Road Test
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Fig. 13. Initial Deployment and Road Test for sensing Record Uploading

Fig. 14. Sensing Record Upload

We introduce our preliminary deployment for a road test to evaluate the performance of the current cellular and
onboard infrastructures with a 3G service plan in term of data uploading for real-time sensing.
Although most of the commercial fleets in Shenzhen have communication devices already for data uploading
(this is how the data are collected), they are focused on centralized communications mostly for accounting.
Therefore, only a small amount of data about a vehicle itself, e.g., its GPS records, is uploaded with a 3G plan for
a monthly fee. But in coSense, a vehicle has to upload location data (potentially large image data) of both itself
and nearby vehicles. Thus, it is unclear if current infrastructures in urban mobile environments can support our
real-time sensing, without upgrading to expensive 4G services.
Based on our collaboration with Shenzhen Transportation Committee, we instrumented 106 taxis as a small
portion of 14 thousand taxis in Shenzhen for our vehicular sensing project. The instrumentation includes a
GPS module, a communication module for both peer-to-peer and centralized communications, a central control
system (STM32F103), and a display. A preliminarily instrumented taxi for our road test is given in Figure 13,
along with GPS and communication configuration screenshots. We use this road test to evaluate real-time data
uploading speeds for our centralized vehicle sensing. During the road test, different sizes of status records for
a commercial vehicle were generated to simulate different densities of regular vehicles. A large size of status
records of a commercial vehicle simulates a higher density of nearby regular vehicles. We repeatedly uploaded 10
sensing records with different sizes and the average uploading speeds are given in Figure 14.
The results show that for a 5KB record, it takes less than 2 seconds to upload, which can contain information
for more than 100 vehicles in its range. For a denser scenario where 300 vehicles in a 100-meter radius, we can
receive a 15KB record within 4 seconds. Even for an extremely dense scenario, i.e., 500 vehicles in a 100-meter
radius, a record of 25KB can be uploaded within 9 seconds. If we further increase the size of status records to
100KB (potentially for image data), the delay for 3G uploading is more than 20 seconds, which seems unacceptable
for vehicle sensing. However, we found that with a 4G data plan, the delay for a 100KB package is significantly
reduced to 2 seconds. These results validate the commercial fleets and cellular networks in Shenzhen are ready for
communication-based sensing data uploading in the current 3G data plans. But for large status record uploading
(more than 100KB), an upgraded 4G data plan is a better choice without considering the increased monthly fee.
As for an urban-scale sensing with thousands of vehicles, we currently do not have a dense network of
instrumented vehicles for a field test. The main reason is that we are having some difficulties to instrument
regular vehicles with peer-to-peer communication (mainly due to lacking incentives) without the mandatory
order from the government. Instead, in the next section, we perform a trace-driven evaluation for coSense.
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6 EVALUATION
6.1 Evaluation Methodology
Evaluation Data Management: We utilize one month of data introduced in Figure 4 for evaluation. Since we
concentrate on the evaluation of the coSense system, we briefly introduce issues related to fleet data management
for analyses and evaluations given the space limitation. For data management and processing, we employ a
high-performance cluster with two open-source data processing frameworks, i.e., Hadoop and Spark. In particular,
the details of the cluster for the coSense implementation are given as follows: (i) 12 Hewlett-Packard machines
with 2 Tesla K80c each; (ii) 10 Dell machines with 4 Tesla K80c each; (iii) 4 Xeon E5-2650 with a half TB memory
each; (iv) A series of 800GB SSD and 15TB of spinning-disk spaces; (v) 2 PB additional disk space. Due to the
extremely large size of our data and their streaming nature, we have been finding some duplicated and missing
data along with logical errors. So we have been conducting a detailed cleaning process to filter out errant data on
a daily basis.
Ground Truths: We obtain the ground truth of regular vehicle trajectories with their uploaded GPS data obtained
by onboard devices as introduced in Section 3. This set of 10 thousand regular vehicles accounts for 0.5% of all
2 million vehicles in Shenzhen. As shown in Figure 7, this regular vehicle fleet covers major road segments in
Shenzhen and can be used as a representative set of all regular vehicles in Shenzhen.
Evaluation Metrics: We utilize accuracy between inferred results and the ground truth of vehicle locations to
evaluate coSense. We quantify the accuracy between two trajectories (one is the predicted result, and the other is
the ground truth) by measuring the percentage of predicted locations matching the ground truth within 50 meters
due to GPS errors every 10 seconds (this is the data uploading time interval of regular vehicles). The average
accuracy values for all vehicles are reported. As follows, we use Accuracy to represent the average accuracy in
the different spatial-temporal partition.

Fig. 15. Regular Vehicle Density on Cell Tower Levels

Baseline Approaches: (i) STrack: We compared coSense with an approach based on Stationary urban infrastructures to sense regular vehicles in major intersections. This stationary baseline system STrack represents
a wide range of infrastructure-based systems, e.g., cameras or RFID, to sense urban-scale regular vehicles. In
STrack, we envision fixed devices, e.g., camera, RFID, or road-side unit for DSRC devices, are deployed in major
intersections of Shenzhen road networks. We implement STrack by assuming that a given percentage (40% in
default) of intersections have been installed a device that can sense regular vehicles. We also evaluate the impact
of percentages of intersections with infrastructures on STrack. (ii) CTrack: It is a state-of-the-art system [47] to
sense regular vehicles based on cellular networks by periodical communications between onboard cellphones and
cell towers, and then to use the locations of observed cell towers to infer locations of cellphones and thus vehicles.
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We implement CTrack based on cell tower locations of a cellular network in Shenzhen by assuming every regular
vehicle has a cellphone to capture a vehicle’s location on cell tower levels. Figure 15 gives a visualization of
regular vehicles density on cell tower levels where we assign regular vehicles to the closest cell towers based on
their GPS locations. To make CTrack more competitive, we use regular vehicle GPS to obtain locations and time
of regular vehicles making turns, which is to simulate an optional function of CTrack where various smartphone
sensors are used to infer the turns of the vehicles to increase inferred accuracy. Note that even though detailed
sensor data are collected by the insurance companies through OBD devices, we do not have access to these
detailed data due to privacy issues.
Impacts of Factors: We evaluate three real-world factors and their impacts on the performance of coSense. (i)
Fleet Types: To investigate the impact of different fleets on our systems, we feed coSense with four different
commercial fleets, i.e., bus, taxi, logistic truck, and a combination of them. (ii) Locations and Day of Week:
We evaluate the performance of coSense in different regions of the city, i.e., downtown and suburban districts,
and the day of the week, i.e., weekend and weekday, where the mobility patterns of both commercial and regular
vehicles are different. (iii) Sensing Parameters: Finally, four parameters have significant impacts on vehicle
sensing based on peer-to-peer communications: the sensing device density (i.e., how many commercial vehicles
are used in terms of percentage), the sensing range, the sensing duration, and the sensing probability, i.e., the
probability of sensing a regular vehicle by a commercial vehicle if they are in the sensing range longer than the
sensing duration. The default settings for them are 100%, 100m, 10s, and 100%. Also, to evaluate the possibility of
using on-board cameras to detect nearby vehicles, we also implement a model called coSense-Camera where a
regular vehicle can be detected if it is within a 90-degree front view of a commercial vehicle and closer than 20
meters [30]. We evaluate how severely this detection condition limits the inferred results.

6.2

Evaluation Results

Baseline Comparison: We evaluate coSense by comparing it to STrack and CTrack, and Figure 16 gives the
results of these systems.

Fig. 16. Baselines

Fig. 17. % of Infra.

In Figure 16, the X-axis is the time of day, and Y-axis is Accuracy for every hour. The filled regions indicate
the upper bounds and lower bounds of these three methods respectively. Based on the results, we found that
coSense has better performance than STrack during 24 hours of a day with an average performance gain of
10.1%. In addition, the distance between the upper bound and lower bound of coSense is less than that of CTrack
and STrack, indicating that coSense is more stable. This is due to the fact that coSense utilizes a virtual mobile
infrastructure, which has a more flexible coverage. Moreover, coSense outperforms CTrack by 16.6% on average
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because of its mobile nature, and CTrack only utilized fixed cell towers to sense regular vehicles, which limits its
sensing range. Finally, coSense utilizes the existing infrastructure in commercial vehicles, while implementing
both STrack and CTrack needs significant new infrastructure investment, e.g., asking every driver to install an
app to detect nearby cell towers or deploying a large number of cameras or road side units. To show the impacts
of STrack infrastructure scales on the results, we vary the percentage of intersections with sensing devices and
results are given in Figure 17. We found with the increase of sensing devices in intersections, the performance of
STrack becomes better. But even with a 40% deployment rate, STrack still cannot outperform coSense due to
its static nature. Compared to the high cost of the sensing cameras in the intersections, e.g., the automated red
light camera systems of USDOT [39], our method has a major advantage in the cost of installation of infrastructure.
Impacts of Fleet Types: We apply coSense with 4 different fleet types, which are bus, taxi, truck, and a combination of them. We call them coSense-B, coSense-T, coSense-L and coSense. Figure 18 plots the Accuracy of these
4 versions of coSense. In general, the Accuracy of coSense is better than the other three models. This is because
the performance of coSense is dependent on the encounter frequency between regular vehicles and commercial
vehicles. In particular, comparing three individual fleet-driven versions, i.e., coSense-T, coSense-B and coSense-L,
the accuracy of coSense-T is better than coSense-B and coSense-L. This is because the mobility pattern of the taxi
fleet is more diverse compared to the bus fleet and logistics truck fleet, which leads to a larger coverage. It was
validated by Figures 7 and 10.

Fig. 18. Impacts of Fleets

Fig. 19. Impacts of Location

Impacts of Locations and Time: We investigate the performance of coSense in a downtown and a suburb
district, among 11 districts in Shenzhen. These two districts also indicate different combinations of geographic
and demographic features. Figure 19 shows its performance in the downtown and suburb. The X-axis is the time
of day, and the Y-axis is our metric Accuracy. We found that coSense performs betters in downtown compared to
its performances in the suburb. This is because for coSense the downtown has more commercial vehicles to sense
regular vehicles compared to the suburb district. We also investigate the performance of CTrack in downtown
and suburb. We found coSense is still better than CTrack in suburb district since the density of cell towers in the
suburb district is sparse too. As a result, more commercial vehicles lead to better spatiotemporal coverage, thus a
better sensing performance. Further, to investigate the impacts of the day of the week, we plot the performances
of coSense on the weekday and weekend in Figure 20.
We found that in general coSense-Weekday has a better performance than coSense-Weekend. This is because, on
weekdays, we have more commercial vehicles to sense regular vehicles mainly used for daily commutes. However,
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Fig. 20. Impacts of Week

Fig. 21. Impacts of Density

on weekends, coSense has the better performance from 8 AM to 2 PM and then becomes worse, compared with
that on the weekday. This is because from 8 AM to 2 PM people on weekends also have a lot of activities in the
city.
Impacts of Sensing Device Density: We change the number of commercial vehicles used for sensing from 10%
(e.g., 4K) to 100% (e.g., 40K) to evaluate the performance of coSense. Figure 21 plots the results where we found
that even with 10% of the commercial vehicles, the performance of coSense is around 59%. The inferred Accuracy
is more than 80% if only 40% of commercial vehicles are used. These results suggest that an even smaller number
of commercial vehicles can be used to detect regular vehicles based on their random mobility patterns.

6HQVLQJ

Fig. 22. Impact of Ranges
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Fig. 23. Impacts of Duration

Impacts of Sensing Ranges: We change the sensing range from 100 meters to 500 meters to see the performance
of coSense. Figure 22 plots the Accuracy of coSense under different sensing ranges. We found that in general, the
longer the sensing ranges, the better the performance, e.g., coSense has the best performance with the sensing
range of 500 meters. The reason is that when the sensing range is longer, there are more regular vehicles that can
be tracked by commercial vehicles given the same patterns.
Impacts of Sensing Duration: The sensing duration indicates the period during which a commercial vehicle
can sense a regular vehicle if the distance between them is shorter than the predefined sensing range. If they
are in the sensing range shorter than the predefined sensing duration, the commercial vehicle cannot sense the
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regular vehicle in our setting. Since the time interval of data uploading is 10 seconds, we obtain the location of
vehicles in every second by the assumption that the speed in this 10 seconds is fixed. We change the sensing
duration from 2 seconds to 10 seconds, and then plot the results in Figure 23. We found that in general, the shorter
the sensing duration, the better the performance, e.g., coSense has the best performance with the sensing duration
of 2 seconds. However, in the real world, this parameter is varied based on many factors, e.g., interferences, radio
types, etc.

Fig. 24. Impacts of Probability

Fig. 25. Using Camera

Impacts of Sensing Probability: We change the sensing probability according to the distance of two vehicles
by a Gaussian function. Figure 24 shows the comparison between coSense with fixed sensing probability value 1
and a version of coSense with a dynamic probability, called coSense-D. We found that although in coSense-D, a
vehicle has a lower chance to be captured by commercial vehicles due to a dynamic probability of their distance,
the performances of coSense and coSense-D are similar. A possible explanation is that for the most of the time,
we have enough commercial vehicles to capture regular vehicle redundantly. So a dynamic probability does not
have a major impact on the performance of our model.
Impacts of Sensing Approaches: In this setting, a regular vehicle can be detected if it is within a 90-degree front
view of a commercial vehicle and closer than 20 meters [30]. We evaluate how severely this detection condition
limits the sensing results in Figure 25. It shows regular coSense (i.e., detecting based on communication) is better
than the coSense-camera 24 hours a day. The performance gain of regular coSense is higher during the early
morning since fewer commercial vehicles are operated during this period. But the performance gain becomes
smaller during the daily time, especially the evening rush hour, given the high density of both commercial and
regular vehicles. It suggested that coSense-camera is more suitable for high-density scenarios given limited
detection range of cameras. Please note our evaluation is based on the GPS information of vehicles. In our
setting, a regular vehicle is sensed if its location is in the front of a commercial vehicle within 20 meters without
any obstacles. We did not present a detailed technique for the plate recognition since it is a mature pervasive
technology [50][42][24] and is used in many real-world applications[21]. In addition, we did not consider the
night vision and occlusion problems in vehicle detection based on cameras due to a lack of real-world data.

7 AN APPLICATION OF COSENSE
7.1 Application Background
Inferring urban scale travel time in a real-time fashion is essential to navigation services, e.g., Google Maps [34]
and Apple Maps [33]. Currently, these map services mainly use large-scale historical data and small-scale real-time
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data from a limited number of vehicles to infer travel time given origins and destinations. This is because they
do not have enough data to infer real-time traffic speeds at urban scale [48]. In this section, we focus on using
our regular vehicle sensing results for travel time between different regions for interregional mobility detection.
Inferring inter-regional mobility is important for transportation since it reflects traffic congestion and human
mobility on region levels. The inter-regional travel time typically varies based on real-world contexts, e.g., day of
week, social events, accidents, etc., as shown by Figure 27 where we found that the travel time between the two
most crowded regions in the Shenzhen varies significantly given the different time of day. To detect such travel
time in real time, the existing work is based on devices and infrastructures including smartphones [47] or call
detail records [27]. However, these approaches may not work at urban scale because of the limited penetration
rates. Some services have also been proposed to estimate travel time based on commercial vehicles, e.g., taxis [5].
But due to the limited number of taxis, real-time travel time between large-scale regions is still inferred based on
historical data. In contrast, we detect travel time using regular vehicles, which have better coverage due to their
large volumes.
Region A

Timestamp t1

A

Commercial
Vehicle
C1

Regular Vehicle P1

Region B

Travel time
Trav
from A to B
is t2 - t1

Timestamp t2
Regular Vehicle P1

Commercial
Vehicle
C2

B

Fig. 26. Interregional Mobility

In Figure 26, if (i) a regular vehicle P1 is detected by a commercial vehicle C 1 at region A at time t 1 , and (ii) the
same regular vehicle P1 is detected by another commercial vehicle C 2 at region B at time t 2 , then we use t 2 − t 1 to
infer the real-time travel time between these region A and B even if we do not have other commercial vehicles
detecting P1 from t 1 to t 2 or a commercial vehicle actually traveling from A to B. In addition, the travel time
between the regions P1 pass through could also be able to be obtained based on the inferred trace from coSense
even the commercial fleets only detect P1 in region A and region B. This result can then be improved based on a
large number of regular vehicles traveling between these two regions and captured by commercial vehicles.

7.2

Service Evaluation

We divide Shenzhen into 491 urban regions according to a given administrative partition based on geographical
and demographical features.
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Perfomance Gain (G)

In k time slots, e.g. 24×60
five-minute slots of a day, there are 491 × 491 × k sets of travel time that needs to be
5
detected based on regular vehicles. By using the trace inference model, we map the inferred traces of regular
vehicles into 491 regions and then calculate the average travel time between different regions of each slot. At each
time slot, we compute how long it takes for a vehicle to travel from one region to another region. Since different
vehicles may start from different locations and select different paths, we choose the mean value to represent the
expected travel time from one region to another region. Finally, we group the results based on the travel start
time.
20
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Fig. 28. Performance Gain

Fig. 27. Travel Time

7.2.1 Spatial Performance Gain. One of our objective in this application is to obtain real-time travel time
estimations between region pairs as many as possible. The more region pairs we have, the higher coverage that
we can obtain at urban scale. We compare our service to a taxi-based approach [5] as a baseline. We utilize a
RP
ar O nly
spatial performance gain G = Reдul
to quantify our performance where RP Reдul ar Only is the number of
RPT ot al
region pairs detected by regular vehicles only; where RPT ot al is the number of region pairs detected by both
regular vehicles and taxis. Figure 28 gives the distribution of G by 24 hours in five-minute slots.
With diversity patterns of regular vehicles, we infer more than 15% of region pairs during the regular daytime
from 7AM to 8PM where more regular vehicles are traveling between regions providing diverse travel patterns.
Even during the night time or early morning, e.g., from 8PM to 6AM, we still infer 5% more region pairs when
using regular vehicle traces. This is because Shenzhen is a large city of 2,000 km2 , and some suburban regions
are often without any taxis during certain hours, and our regular vehicle sensing help to provide travel time
estimations starting or ending within these regions. Given the limited number of regular vehicles we studied, i.e.,
0.5%, it suggests the performance gain would be higher if more vehicles involved. But we cannot verify it based
on the current scale of our regular vehicles.
7.2.2 Travel Time Estimation. Our another objective in this application is to accurately estimate the travel time
between region pairs in real-time. We quantify the accuracy between the estimated travel time and ground truth
by Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in a time slot as

n


RMSE =

k =1

Tk, e −Tk,д

(5)

n

where Tk,e is the estimated travel time of region pair k whereas Tk,д is the ground truth, and n is the number of
region pairs.
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Fig. 29. Travel Time Estimation

Fig. 30. Travel Time Distribution

Fig. 31. Penetration Rate

Based on the inferred traces of regular vehicles, we estimate the travel time between two regions every 5 minutes
and show it in Figure 29. As in Figure 29, the X-axis is the hour of the day and the Y-axis is RMSE in minute
level, e.g., 1 in Y-axis means the error between the estimated travel time and the real travel time is 1 minute. We
found during the rush hour in the morning, the RMSE is 8 while that of the rush hour in the evening is about
10. In addition, we also provide the CDF of the average estimated error of each region pairs in Figure 30. As in
Figure 30, there are 70% of region pairs whose estimated error is less than 5 minutes. Therefore, based on the
inferred traces of regular vehicles, without an elaborated designed model, it is still able to estimate the travel
time between two regions with a small error.
In the evaluation of our method, we assume all the regular vehicles could be sensed if they encounter with
commercial vehicles. However, in the real world scenario, the number of regular vehicles who are sensed by the
commercial vehicle might be much smaller compared to our assumption, since 1) some regular vehicles might
not install the device for V2V communication, 2) some drivers of the regular vehicles might be unwilling to be
sensed by the commercial vehicles, 3) for the coSense-camera, some vehicles might be obscure due to the NLOS
(Non-Line-of-Sight). To study the impact of this, we vary the percentage of the regular vehicles to be sensed from
10% to 100%, given in Figure 31. We found the RMSE will increase 0.08 when the percentage of the sensed regular
vehicle changes from 100% to 10%. This might be because there are many regular vehicles traveling between the
same region pairs.

7.3

Summary

In this section, we provide an example of the potential applications based on the inferred traces of regular vehicles,
i.e., the estimation of travel time. We believe there exists more applications based on the inferred traces, e.g., the
traffic volume estimation, the vehicle routes planning, and the traffic flow analyses, etc.

8

DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

Limitations: Even with a trend of connected and autonomous vehicles [26] [4], a major limitation of our coSense
is to require either (i) regular vehicles to broadcast their status or (ii) a large number of commercial vehicles to be
installed with cameras. However, we believe that the design philosophy of coSense, i.e., utilizing a small number
of well-equipped vehicles to sense a large number of minimally-equipped vehicles, can be generalized to other
scenarios. For example, in the autonomous driving scenario, a vehicle will be equipped with at least one camera,
and capture real-time images of their nearby environment. These images from a commercial vehicle can also be
used to achieve a similar goal.
Based on our evaluation, it works well for Shenzhen, and we expect the similar performance for other big
cities with high vehicle densities, e.g., NYC, Beijing, and Dehli. But coSense’s performance is unclear for small
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cities/towns with low vehicle densities.
Regular Vehicle Sensing Implication: coSense has the potential to sense large-scale regular vehicles, which
may lead to potential privacy issues [53]. A possible solution is to sense locations of vehicles under drivers’
consent by providing sufficient incentives. Since many applications of coSense are to provide convenience for
drivers, e.g., providing urban-scale real-time travel time or speeds for drivers themselves, instead of focusing on
real-time locations. As a result, we envision the drivers are OK to passively participate in this sensing activity
with a transparent fashion since their locations on the streets may be considered as public information. Having
said that, if some drivers are more sensitive to their locations, we envision they can actively opt out from
some transportation services provided by city governments based on coSense. Further, although this paper is
written from a constructive standpoint, it can also be used as a challenge paper from a different perspective
to validate to what degree a vehicle can be sensed by commercial vehicles in the setting of connected vehicles
and autonomous vehicles. It may appeal for immediate attention from academy, industry and government agencies.
Privacy Protections: While vehicle sensing has the potential for great social benefits, we have to protect the
privacy of drivers involved. We took the following active steps for privacy protections. (i) De-identification: all
data analyzed are anonymized by service providers, and all identifiable IDs are replaced by a serial identifier during
the analyses. (ii) Relative Locations: we utilize relative locations instead of GPS coordinates when conducting the
evaluation, so the results cannot be traced back to individuals. (iii) Minimal Exposure: we only process data that
are useful for our vehicle tracking project, and drop other information for the minimal exposure. We process these
data in a secured facility, and the raw data never leave the promise. (iv) Aggregation: the sensing results obtained
by coSense are given at aggregated results at segment levels in a time duration, instead of street addresses for a
specific timestamp.
More Applications: Urban-scale vehicular sensing has many more interesting applications including public
safety, e.g., tracking a vehicle with criminals onboard, or stolen vehicles recovered. Though criminals can disable
or jam DSRC transmissions, the camera data from commercial vehicles can still enable sensing based on coSense.
New York City has been deploying toll collecting device readers across city, not just toll stations, to sense vehicles,
which is part of Midtown in Motion initiative [45], and improved travel time by 10% in a 110-block area. We
expect coSense has the potential for the similar purpose.
Data Collection: All the data used in this project are legally collected by the service providers. The data from
commercial vehicles are collected by the transportation committee who owns and manages all the fleets. The
regular vehicle data are collected by an insurance company by an onboard device, and all drivers are informed
about data collection and agreed (by assigning a contract and installing the device) to provide their real-time data
for the company and its partners to analyze their travel behaviors, and in turn, they received monthly premium
reductions. Further, our application of coSense is to provide an essential service, e.g., driving time estimation, for
drivers themselves.
Vehicle Instrumentation: As shown by our data description, vehicle instrumentation is ubiquitous in both the
commercial fleets (customized devices as in Figure 5) and regular cars (off-the-shelf OBD devices as in Figure 6). At
least in Shenzhen, all 40 thousand commercial vehicles and 10 thousand cars are already instrumented although
for different purposes. The low cost (less than 10 USD per OBD) and high performance of these onboard devices
enable a mobile sensing infrastructure for various applications. However, how to utilize such valuable testbeds
for practical applications is complicated. We believe some trace-driven study as proof-of-concept, e.g., coSense, is
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a good start to convince fleet owners to implement real services.
Fleet Mobility Patterns for Implicit Interaction. The commercial vehicles provide high spatiotemporal urban
coverage due to their operating features, leading to high potential for urban sensing as in Figure 1. However,
each of fleets has its own mobility patterns as shown by coexistence analyses in Figure 7 and by entropy analyses
in Figure 10. Thus, considering these fleet-specific mobility patterns may improve potential applications, e.g.,
implicit travel time inference as given in Figure 26.
Human Subjects & IRB: Based on the policy of authors’ institutions, the research activities in this paper are
exempt from human subject protection under U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Title 45 CFR Part
46. This is because research activities include no greater than minimal risk, and de-identified relative location
data used cannot be directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects.
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RELATED WORK

The real-time vehicle sensing at urban scale is crucial for real-world applications, e.g., navigation, traffic control,
and location-based services [60]. Recently, due to the ubiquity of GPS devices and the upgrades of urban
infrastructures, real-time vehicle sensing has made significant improvements [48] [58] [25] [31] [36] [12]. Basically,
all the existing related work can be divided into four categories.
• Static City Infrastructures: Public infrastructures, e.g., cameras and RFID-based toll stations, are widely
used in cities for traffic monitoring, which can be used potentially for urban-scale vehicle sensing [28]. In
New York City, there are 643 cameras for real-time traffic cameras [10], and 88 thruways supporting E-ZPass,
which is an RFID-based sensing system [16]. Wireless access points as a part of urban infrastructures
have also been used to detect positions of vehicles [32], which thus can be potentially used for location
sensing. However, all these systems suffer from the static nature of infrastructures. They can only cover
some specific locations, instead of the entire urban area. In contrast, coSense is based on urban fleets to
sense vehicles in a mobile fashion.
• Manufacturer Services: Many vehicle manufacturers have services to sense their own vehicles for
different applications, e.g., navigation, OnStar [11], Ford Sync [44] and BMW Assist [3]. Typically, these
systems obtain locations of vehicles through built-in GPS and communicate with servers through cellular
connections. However, these systems are only available in specific brands and cannot be used for urban-scale
vehicle sensing.
• Smartphone-based Systems: They are the mainstream approach for vehicle sensing because of the
ubiquity of smartphones. Several systems are proposed to sense vehicles in real time [57] [47], to monitor
traffic conditions [48] [63] [64] [49], to find real-time parking spots [37], to infer transportation modality [46],
to predict bus arrival times [7], to infer traffic signal [59], and to facilitate traffic safety [51]. Generally,
these systems rely on smartphones and utilize one or multiple sensors to detect locations and movements
of vehicles. However, these systems are limited by low penetration rates of apps and are hard to use for
urban-scale vehicle tracking [22] [63] [13] [25].
• Fleet-based Systems: Several systems based on large-scale urban fleet data have also been proposed, e.g.,
dispatching for-hire vehicles (e.g., Uber and Lyft) [52]; modeling highway vehicle travel time [54]; inferring
real-world road maps [6]; estimating city traffic volumes for drivers [2] [5]; predicting passenger demand
for taxi drivers [20]; recommending optimal pickup locations [19] [35]; modeling the urban transit [61];
detecting the taxi anomaly [43]. However, these systems are typically used for one particular fleet, e.g.,
taxis or buses, and are not focused on the regular vehicle sensing.
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Summary: Based on our analyses, almost all the above approaches are limited for urban-scale vehicle sensing by
infrastructure coverage, penetration rates, or deployment scale. These limitations motivate us to design coSense
by taking advantages of commercial fleets that are already deployed in the city with data collection capability to
sense vehicles at urban scale. coSense utilizes a mobile infrastructure combining fleets with a mobility-driven
approach, which makes our work significantly different from the state-of-the-art approaches.

10

CONCLUSION

In this work, we design and implement a vehicle sensing system coSense.
We evaluate it with a preliminary road test and a large-scale trace-driven evaluation based on vehicular
fleets in the Chinese city Shenzhen, including 50 thousand vehicles. We compare coSense to infrastructure and
cellphone-based approaches, and the results show that we increase the sensing accuracy by 10.1% and 16.6% on
average. We demonstrate a practical application of coSense to infer real-time travel time of 15% more region
pairs than a state-of-the-art solution. We expect that the design and evaluation of coSense will provide technical
insights for various future vehicular applications where a small-scale yet well-equipped vehicles can be used to
transparently understand large-scale yet minimally-equipped vehicles.
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